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Puget Sound
recognized
as top
contender
in peta2’s
veg-friendly
university
challenge

Proposed BERT changes
must be reworked to pass
By GRACE HEERMAN
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Dinner Destination: Delicious, animal productfree options abound at the S.U.B.’s vegan station.

Puget Sound was chosen as one of the best 32 schools in the U.S.
for providing top vegetarian and vegan options. Peta2 (PETA’s
young-adult division) will announce winners in November.
By HANNAH KITZROW
Puget Sound is in the midst
of the peta2 Most VegetarianFriendly contest, and is already
faring much better than last
year.
“This is the fourth year of our
Most Vegetarian-Friendly contest, and thanks to the increased
demand for vegan food on college campuses, it is by far the
toughest competition yet. We
pick the nominees based on student feedback, combined with
independent research into both
the quality and quantity of vegetarian and vegan options available on campus,” Ryan Huling,
Senior College Campaign Coordinator of peta2, said.
Last year, American University won the competition, while
Puget Sound did not even advance past the first round.
“A survey conducted by Aramark, a leading food service
provider, concluded that nearly
a quarter of college students are
actively seeking vegan options
when they sit down to eat. Reasons we hear from students making the transition range from
simply wanting to keep off that
pesky ‘freshman 15,’ to environmental concerns and of course
cruelty to animals,” Huling said.
Puget Sound faces competition from other schools such as
Northwestern University. Colleges were chosen by student
recommendations and feedback
through MySpace, Facebook and
the peta2 blog.
“The decision to be more vegetarian-friendly was made a little more than ten years ago when
the department began plans to
renovate The Diner,” Steven Davis, Assistant Director of Dining
and Conference Services, said.
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Vegetarian Fare: Salsa
fresca is ready to be served.

“We wanted to come up with
various concepts that would appeal to the dining preferences of
students, staff and faculty. Then
there were a percentage of people on campus who stated they
would prefer to have vegetarian
and vegan options available to
them. We agreed,” Davis said.
Peta2 has recognized Puget
Sound’s attempt to improve the
quality and variety of its vegetarian and vegan foods.
“Puget Sound has really gone
above and beyond to meet
the needs of students seeking
healthier, more humane dining
options. Choices like veggie barbecue riblets on a French roll,
sunflower patties with marinara
sauce and field roast sloppy joes
appeal to all students, regardless
of whether they’re vegetarian or
not. And with the Vegetarian &

Co. section of The Diner serving
up delicious vegetarian meals
every day, Puget Sound is a veritable vegan valedictorian,” Huling said.
“I think the S.U.B. does a pretty good job at providing a variety of different kinds of vegetarian foods. It’s hard to say what
my favorite meal from the veggie
station is. It’s probably a tie between the African chickpea stew
and the barbecue riblet sandwich. Their steamed broccoli is
also really good,” Julia Peters, a
junior, said.
Although many students and
faculty alike enjoy the vegetarian
and vegan options that The Diner supplies, not all students are
completely satisfied with their
options.
“I think the vegetarian station options are an alternative,
but hardly something I rely on
for food at the S.U.B. They often
have very high-carb attempts at
a vegetarian alternative, such as
taking the meat out of a burger and all that is left is starchy
bonding foods like rice or breading and beans,” Emily Johnson, a
freshman vegetarian, said.
“The vegetarian option I eat
consistently is soup,” Johnson
added.
“I feel like the S.U.B. offers a
mediocre variety of vegan food.
Sometimes the Vegetarian and
Co. station would have excellent
vegan options, but it is only open
a couple times a day, five days a
week, so other times you’d have
to satisfy yourself with rice, cereal and salad,” Theo Summer,
Puget Sound senior and former
president of Veggie Might, said.
Veggie Might is a Puget Sound
club that supports vegetarians
and vegans on and around the
University’s campus.

The University’s Bias-Hate Education Response Team (BERT) attempted to become bylaw-official
at the Oct. 23 Board of Trustees
meeting, but was turned down by
the board due to disputed language
within the proposed bylaw. Once
the bylaw is approved, the Team will
become a more official educational
voice around campus.
Since its establishment in 2003,
BERT has worked to alleviate the
struggles of victims of hurtful behavior by providing a forum for discussion as well as a vehicle for educating the campus community.
“Members of the faculty diversity committee, at the time, felt that
it was an extra load to carry when
you are feeling hurt and harmed,
to have to educate those who cause
the harm, unknowingly, at times.
So BERT was developed,” Team cochair Kim Bobby said.
BERT is also interested in documenting patterns of hurtful behavior, the knowledge of which can
then be spread throughout campus.
“Depending on what patterns
emerge, we might invite different

members of our faculty or campus
community to participate in a discourse on specific matters,” Bobby
said.
Members of the Team come from
various campus organizations such
as security services, facilities, divisions of student services, faculty diversity committees, and harassment
groups. Students are also encouraged to take part.
“The goal is to bring together individuals that would not necessarily come together regularly to share
what they are learning about our
campus as they do their regular
functions,” Bobby said.
President Ron Thomas put special emphasis on diversity and inclusive measures in the 2009-2010
academic year and as a result, some
members of the faculty diversity
committee felt that educational initiatives on campus should include
formal faculty input.
This desire inspired BERT’s faculty members to write a bylaw proposal, the acceptance of which
would establish BERT as a university-endorsed and supported
see BERT page 2

Print journalism course
set to debut this spring
By MIKE KNAPE

This spring, the English Department will offer a .25 activity credit
course focused on print journalism
for the first time. English 204A, titled Media Laboratory: Journalism,
comes from Comparative Sociology
professor Richard Anderson-Connolly and English professor Hans
Ostrom.
“The new course, I think, will be
a great opportunity for those individuals who would like to become
more involved with media organizations, on campus and off, to learn
how the media works and why it
works in the way that it does,” Matt
Anderson, a Managing Editor of
The Trail, said.
The 20-student course will meet
on Thursdays from 4 to 4:50 p.m.
and will have no prohibitions or
prerequisites. The class was created
with input from the editors of The
Trail, who were interested in a class
to help train their writers. Anderson-Connolly is the faculty advisor
for The Trail.
“Our first objective is to meet
some of the needs of current and
prospective members of The Trail
staff, as well as other students who
have some interest in journalism.
[Anderson-Connolly] and I want
the class to cover news writing, covering a beat, feature writing, editorial writing and so on,” Ostrom said.
It has not been decided yet who
will teach the course. The department would like to bring in a visiting professor who has recently
taught a similar course elsewhere,
but if one is not available Anderson-

Connolly and Ostrom plan to team
teach the class.
“[Anderson-Connolly] and I
teach full time in Sociology and
English, so we couldn’t offer a fullcredit course. Also, although I
worked as a journalist a long time
ago, I would need much more training to teach an academic journalism
course,” Ostrom said.
The professors hope to bring in
guest lecturers from the Tacoma
News Tribune and other journalists
in the community.
“It’s still kind of a work in progress, but I think it’s going to be great
either way. Just getting people together to write and get feedback can
be very helpful,” Anderson-Connolly said.
Given the obvious connection between this course and The Trail, the
hope is for what Anderson-Connolly calls a “natural confluence of interest.”
“The Trail is already great, but it
could be better as well. I hope the
readers will notice an improvement
in writing quality,” Anderson-Connolly said. “Hopefully people who
have taken it before will come back
and serve as peer mentors and help
the next generation of writers develop.”
Anderson-Connolly leaves the
possibility of other similar courses
open. Other media labs could focus on TV journalism or radio programming.
“I think this is just where we
wanted to start. Start small; if we get
great success and great feedback, we
can go from there,” Anderson-Connolly said.
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Best jobs for college students offered at Puget Sound
By ROB PEREZ & ABIGAIL
ABRAHAM
U.S. News and World Report recently released a list of the “10 Best
Jobs for College Students.” According to the article, On Campus IT
Support, On Campus Career Services, Paid Internship, Unpaid Internship, Waiter/Waitress, Lab Assistant, Professor’s Assistant, Home
Health Aide, Writer and Bank Teller
are the top choice student jobs.
Puget Sound has students employed in many of these positions.
Sue Dahlin from Career and Employment Services was asked to contribute to the article in the Oct. 27
issue of U.S. News and World Report magazine.
Dahlin was interviewed to comment on students working in Career
Services, the department she works
in on campus.
“Career Services is one of the best
jobs on campus because of the access to resources students are exposed to,” Dahlin said.
However, the competition for jobs
in Career Services is high, and they
are typically given to students “as
work-study jobs,” Dahlin said.
Freshman Lindsay Schommer

BERT

continued FROM page 1

entity rather than an informal
committee.
It was at the recent board of
trustees meeting that the faculty
authors proposed the bylaw draft
to the Committee of the Board for
Bylaw Revision. It is the approval of
this committee that is necessary for
the bylaw to come into effect.

works as a lab assistant, another of
the top 10 jobs.
“Working in the chemistry department is very interesting. I never
know what to expect, from washing
lab equipment to [taking] inventory of chemicals. However, the best
part of my job is definitely getting to
wear a lab coat,” Schommer said.
Another major job on campus is
IT support. This includes the troubleshooting organization ResNet.
“Students working in IT support
gain valuable skills such as critical
thinking, management training and
of course exposure to technical issues and how to solve them,” Theresa Duhart, the Director of Technical
Support Services, said.
Such skills are very relevant to the
current job market.
“Many students work for IT in institutions such as the Department
of Defense, FBI, CIA, Microsoft,
Hitachi due to the experience they
gained working here,” Duhart said.
IT Support is one of the most
competitive jobs at Puget Sound.
“In fact, IT Support is one of the
top paying jobs on campus, and students who apply don’t need an IT
background. We can train students,
and have in the past. The main fac-

“This process is usually pretty automatic, but in this situation
it becomes more delicate,” Faculty Senate Chair Douglas Cannon
said. “The bylaw needs to illustrate
the difference between BERT’s educational function and concerns
about censorship that have been
raised.”
Members of BERT became aware
of fears that BERT will act as a disciplinary or censorial power.
Bylaw authors have handled the
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Party Safely…

94% eat before/ while drinking

tor is good customer service skills,”
Duhart said.
Current ResNet Student Manager Audrey Butler was one of the students who obtained this competitive job.
“I like my job; it’s challenging. I
learn new things and have lots of
interaction with all types of people
— something many don’t realize is
a vital component in IT Support,”
Butler said.
“The job skills I have acquired include leadership, better communication, such as how to explain a complicated situation easily to students,
and of course, basic computer skills.
This job is ideal because it introduces students into a high-paying field.
So basically, if you want money and
like using computers, this job is
great,” Butler said.
Dahlin emphasizes that having a
job is very important while still attending college.
“It is vital to gain as much experience as possible as a student; anything from holding a job to volunteering or extracurricular. The main
point is to obtain experience, anything that can be put on a resume after graduation — and CES can help
students do that,” Dahlin said.

language of the bylaw with care, so
as not to arouse disapproval from
concerned campus community
members.
Despite this care, the initial draft
was contested by the Committee
due to the language’s lack of clarity
concerning BERT’s behavior.
The next step in the approval
process is for the faculty authors to
revise the bylaw and resubmit it to
the Committee. The Team is currently reflecting on the procedure.

Securit y Report
The following incidents were reported to Security Services between November 3, 2009
and November 9, 2009:
• Security staff responded to a complaint
about fireworks being set off behind a
University residence on North Lawrence
Street.
• Security responded to complaint about
suspected marijuana use in Todd/Phibbs
hall. The student suspect was contacted by
Security and Residence Life staff.

88% avoid mixing alcohol &

• A University fire extinguisher was maliciously used outside of University Hall.

other drugs/ medications

• A student reported his vehicle, a 1993
Black Honda Civic, was stolen from the
parking lot near Regester and Seward
Halls.

86% use a buddy system/ sober
driver/ walker

• Security staff responded to a complaint
about suspected marijuana use in Regester
Hall. The student suspect was contacted
by Security and Residence Life staff.
• Security contacted a student inside the
KUPS studio for a suspected University
alcohol violation.

Based on Summer 2009 data from Passages &
Perpectives Leaders and Residential Life Student Staff.

• A visitor to campus reported his vehicle
was broken into while it was parked near
Wyatt Hall. A briefcase containing his
checkbook was stolen.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of
Security Services

T h e P u g et S o un d T r a i l

CES Associate Director Alana
Hentges wants students to know
that Puget Sound offers opportunities for students to receive academic
credit for internship classes that incorporate working internships into
the curriculum.
“Internships are important because they get students off campus
and get students involved with other businesses, allowing them the rewarding opportunity to see how
businesses work,” Hentges said.
Just last week, CES posted a new
internship on the National Internship Consortium.
NIC is a database accessible
through Cascade that provides students and alumni of member universities with internship listings.
The internship is through TacomaACTS, a Tacoma-Pierce County
Chamber sustainability initiative.
Through this program, 13 businesses have volunteered to have their
carbon footprints evaluated using a
Carbon Footprint Calculator.
TacomaACTS interns will work
with specific businesses to document and report efforts and changes
in carbon footprints over a year-long
period, and will create quarterly reports.
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With help from CES and work-study, students obtain top choice jobs

Job Hunt: CES job posting
board offers many options.
Data from observations of business practices and subsequent carbon footprints will be correlated by
the interns as well.
This internship presents an opportunity for those who are interested in and knowledgeable about
environmental policy and scientific data collection to practice their
skills in the business world. This
internship is unpaid and will commence on Dec. 4.

International interning
By CHELSEA TSUCHIDA
Ever since she worked at a hot
dog stand in China over this past
summer, Elly Henriksen, a junior
at Puget Sound, has been getting a
lot of publicity through the University and through Chinese publications concerning her unusual summer job.
For three months during the
summer, Henriksen managed a hot
dog stand in Nanluoguxiang, China, and as a result, she appeared
in the China Daily, Beijinger and
Beijing City Weekend, as well as a
documentary.
Locally, she was recently featured in Arches. Her publicity in
China was attributed less to the job
itself and more to the fact that she
was an American living and working in Beijing.
“I think it’s great. It’s not unusual and it’s not a surprise to me that
the Chinese would want to feature
her. Although it’s not a novelty to
be a foreigner in a large Chinese
city, working in a high profile job
like Elly’s gives you those opportunities,” Patrick O’Neil, a professor
in the Politics and Government department at Puget Sound said.
“On one hand, the Chinese are
increasingly nationalistic and see
themselves as friendly, but nonetheless in competition with the
United States, and because of that
there is some frustration concerning the way that they feel China
is portrayed in American media,”
O’Neil said.
“So there is some frustration or
animosity towards America as a

country, but I think that there’s still
a great deal curiosity and genuine friendliness towards American
people and culture,” O’Neil said.
O’Neil and Karl Fields, another
professor in the Politics and Government department, notified students in the Politics and Government program and the Asian
Studies program that Paul Strickland, a University alum who established several businesses in China, was looking for a student who
would be interested in working at a
hot dog stand over the summer.
Henriksen was one of three students who expressed interest in the
offer, and after a phone interview,
Strickland selected her.
She accepted his offer and by the
beginning of July, she was living on
her own in China.
“The fact that I got this opportunity says a lot about our school, the
professors, faculty and staff, and
the student-professor relationships
here. Everyone takes care of each
other,” Henriksen said.
“I would encourage students to
get to know their professors and
alumni and get close to them because they can help you experience
opportunities that you wouldn’t
have otherwise,” Henriksen said.
Her experience in China allowed
Henriksen to practice her Chinese
and learn more about Chinese
business.
Henriksen is majoring in Comparative Politics and minoring in
Chinese with an Asian Studies emphasis. She plans to study in Thailand this summer.
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Goldman’s narrative reconstruction unethical
By Kyle M. Nunes
Is it ethical to reconstruct history
through narrative?
What brings this issue to mind?
On Wednesday, Oct. 28, Guatemalan-American journalist and novelist Francisco Goldman visited our
school to talk about his most recently
published book, “The Art of Political
Murder: Who Killed the Bishop?”
I am tempted to declare that, on
a theoretical level, narrative reconstruction is unethical.
It warps the randomness of a sequence of events and human choices,
imbuing them with pre-meditation
and meaning that were not evident
from the order or gravity they first
took. Portents, allusions, bad omens:
through narrative reconstruction,
these indicators impose patterns of
expectation and fatalism upon a dizzying history, making theater of what
was a prosaic and inexplicable happenstance.
Goldman’s work explores the 1998
assassination of the Guatemalan human-rights worker Bishop Juan Gerardi, who led the assembly of a
1,400-page report titled “Guatemala:
Never Again.” The report collected
testimonies about the murders, disappearances, tortures and systematic violence perpetrated against the
Guatemalan people by the military
government during the country’s civil war in the 1980s.
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Narrative: Goldman’s account combines fiction and history.
The author starts with the conclusion that Gerardi’s death was orchestrated by military intelligence to
protect the threatened power-holders. However, Goldman states that
beyond just perpetrating the crime,
these military oligarchs wrote a play
in the Bishop’s blood.
The institutional power of the elite
choreographed a sinister production,
moving seemingly neutral actors —
witnesses, criminals, reporters and
investigators — and setting the scene
for a spectacular show of State control.
“You couldn’t invent it. I see this
as a work of investigative journalism
told with the sensibilities of a novelist,” said John Lear, director of the
Latin American Studies program at
Puget Sound.
Despite the intrigue surrounding

Fox News:

the crime, Goldman relates how the
tenacious documenters of the events
made their own case against the
murderers. Their efforts culminated
in the rare prosecution and imprisonment of guilty military officials.
For the purpose of understanding elite impunity, Goldman adds his
analysis to the theater of Bishop Gerardi’s murder. He dug for details in
the mire of shoddy police work and
thorough but obstructed documentation of human-rights agencies to
construct his narrative.
I want to insist on viewing narrative reconstruction through my
theoretical conviction that these elements — the reordering of historical events and the emphasis on stable
actors through a discontinuous chronology — deprive us of the essential
illogic of human history.

“Just as the official [governmentgenerated] story is all these outrageous fictions, the counter-narrative put together ... to some extent
by him, but by the people trying to
make a [legal] case, involve the creating of counter-narratives. But I don’t
know if that’s exclusive to the literary
process,” Lear said.
Although a narrative reconstruction adheres to the facticity of historical events, it enters the precarious
terrain of fiction. While following
the aftermath of Gerardi’s death, the
book “protagonizes” several groups
of people — including Goldman as
storyteller. It includes a list of dramatis personae, naming the actors who
perform in the double production of
book/criminal investigation.
Seemingly innocuous and few,
these signs nonetheless pique my curiosity. Goldman re-presents history through the metaphor of theater.
His story, in its intriguing content
and basic form, resembles the genre
of murder-mystery. I venture to say
that, by employing literary types in
its recount, his book positions history as a convergence of forces and
human agents. This interpretation,
founded in narrative progression,
belies history as a mess of impulses,
convictions and fears in which people enmesh themselves.
With this hesitation, I am comsee GOLDMAN page 3

Should the White House have the authority to denounce
Fox News as a disreputable news source?

Leave it to the people

Obama has the right

By Noah Kaplan

By Elizabeth newton

It is widely accepted that Fox News
is a station with a blatantly conservative lean. In fact, if Fox News was sitting at a table, it is arguable that it
would fall right over, unable to compensate for such a strong lean. This,
in my mind, is a significant problem.
However, unfortunately for every Foxbashing inclination tickling the very
fingers I am using to type this article,
it is not the problem at hand.
When I was first informed of President Obama’s unfiltered and very publicly-displayed opinion of Fox, I could
not have been more thrilled. Finally, I
thought, someone is going to take the
first step in silencing and discrediting
the voice that has muffled the sounds
of change and progress ever since I
was able to recognize change as something necessary and worth fighting
for. Someone was finally telling Bill
O’Reilly to shut up even before he was
able to mutter another hateful, inaccurate and warped word.
But then it struck me. Who is the
government to decide which station
is too biased to receive the invitations
and interviews that all other stations
receive? MSNBC has been cheering
for Barack Obama since he took office and had been “Bush Bashing” for
years.
It is dangerous to let the government decide who is fair and balanced
and who is not. This administration
seems not to have a problem with biased reporting. MSNBC celebrated
Obama’s election just as Fox treated it
like a funeral. The problem the White
House has with Fox is that the station

is biased against the White House’s accurately described liberal agenda, not
because the station is simply biased.
The press is the single most important aspect of our functioning democracy because of its independence from
the actual branches of the government.
Once it is decided that the government
may use its subjective judgment to decide who gets access to interviews and
press conferences, we have a problem.
It becomes all too easy for the White
House to appear divine in its choices.
The fact remains that we learn what
we need to about our government
from the press, and if the government
decides what is legitimate and what is
not, the government can then decide
what we should be hearing and what
we should not. In a society filled to the
brim with Obama praise and worship,
it is too easy to become too comfortable. I say this not as a critic of Obama,
but as one of his strongest flag bearers.
This leaves us with a dilemma that
is becoming a prominent issue. Discussion over the misuse of the power of the press by Fox News has become press worthy. The way we fight
this issue is the way we fight all things:
awareness and education.
As citizens, we have responsibilities to support the aspects of our society that are honest and fair, and to
weed out those parts that are not. Fox
News is a corporation that crossed the
threshold and some of us are sick of it.
It is not our government’s role to
wage war on bad press. This duty falls
firmly on our shoulders, as citizens of
this country. As citizens, we must fight
bad press, and not let our government
do this tough job for us.

What Do You Think?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at
trailops@pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We
will select responses each week to publish in the next issue.

When I first read that Obama and
the White House had waged a war
of words with Fox News by openly
calling Fox a “wing of the Republican Party,” and encouraging the public to disregard the station as an actual news source, my first thought was,
“Finally!”
White House Communications
Director Anita Dunn publicly said
that Fox “operates almost as either
the research arm or the communications arm of the Republican Party.”
For many, it was a breath of fresh air
to hear someone call out Fox for what
it is.
In the weeks following this statement, however, the backlash against
the Obama administration’s decision
to attack Fox has been strong. No one
has denied that Fox is unashamedly
right-leaning. What critics have questioned, though, is how appropriate it
is for the government to attempt to
de-legitimize a news source, regardless of the reliability of the source.
I argue, however, that the White
House’s decision to take a stand
against Fox was a move that — despite the controversy, and in fact, because of it — has helped to strengthen
our nation’s media and our democracy as a whole.
The White House, in questioning
the legitimacy of Fox, one of many biased news networks, picked the easiest target and stopped there. But the
rest of the world picked up where the
White House left off, as coverage of
the White House versus Fox controversy filled blogs, op-eds and political discussions. Both experts and the
public launched into a heated debate.
Obama critics argue that if his administration should bother to assail Fox for its biased political coverage, then why not criticize MSNBC,
CNN, the New York Times and every other news source under the sun?
All news, unless produced by robots,
is bound to be subjective in one way

or another.
Michael Clemente, Fox vice president, criticized the Obama administration for confusing opinion with
news, noting that the network’s most
outspoken and conservative personalities, such as Bill O’Reilly and Sean
Hannity, are merely expressing opinions, and that Fox also offers straightforward, unbiased news stories.
This argument requires us to examine what we, as citizens, want out
of news in the first place. In an ideal democracy, we would all be omniscient citizens who knew every fact
and statistic before forming our opinions. In reality this is impossible, so
we are forced to pick and choose what
to believe and what to disregard.
Perhaps the biggest objection has
been that the White House’s statements reek of censorship. People have
questioned what sort of country are
we living in if we allow the president
to decide which media are legitimate
and which are not.
But the White House has not attempted to censor anything — no laws
have been passed to ban Fox from airwaves or limit public access to the Fox
website. Aside from Obama refusing
to appear in a few interviews on Fox,
the feud has consisted merely of a battle of words.
Obama’s statements against Fox
have had few tangible implications,
and Obama and his colleagues could
have hardly expected otherwise. After
all, those who doubted Fox as an objective news source did so long before
last month.
The controversy has required us to
consider questions with no easy answers. What is the role of media in
democracy — to inform or to entertain? What level of subjectivity is acceptable in news? Is holding networks
accountable for their content the responsibility of the government or the
people?
The discussion of questions like
these, however difficult they are to answer, plays a vital role in maintaining
a strong and legitimate democracy.

Letters to THE
Editor

RAs’ hands tied
Dear Editor,
I would like to start by thanking
you for your article (“Write up policies often too stringent,” Opinions,
Nov. 6 2009). While I find several issues with the piece, overall I believe
you have given great consideration to
your position and raise several key issues. As a Residence Life staff member, I know the perspective is often
skewed from the inside and so I welcome your viewpoint. You have made
some excellent points regarding the
nature of the judicial system on campus. Before I address that I would like
to correct your view of Resident Assistants.
RAs are your peers. We are students, club members, athletes, and
share many experiences with you. We
also have the distinction of working
for Residence Life. I like to think that
most RAs are as you described your
RA; “great, laid back, nice,” and providing an environment for residents
to learn and grow. Your metaphor of
RAs as older siblings is completely applicable, and if possible, I would like to
expand upon it. We are given charge
of our younger siblings who have entered into a new environment. All of
our brothers and sisters look up to us,
and we learn from them as well. But
we have parents, and they expect us
to watch out for our younger siblings.
We are not the judges; we simply report to our parents what occurred in
their absence.
This reporting is not an option.
RAs are required to report what we
see, smell and hear. This report then
moves into the judicial system where
it is processed. So despite what you
claim, it is not a choice for us whether we communicate an incident or
not. Technically, as part of the Integrity Code, all students are required to
report questionable behavior when
they witness it. I do not find this realistic, and as you seem to agree, there
are times when the spirit of the law is
more important than the letter of the
law.
You close by advising RAs to be
aware of their power and the effects it
has. I ask that you understand the position that RAs are in. We are the front
line of student and judicial affairs and
as such are caught between residents
and the system. Because of this we are
often blamed.
For you and all other residents out
there, please understand the role of
your RA. We care deeply for you, and
communicating residents is just as
hard on us as it is on you. We are required to do so, if you have issues with
the communication policy, please direct that towards the administration.
Our job is to provide a safe environment for everyone, especially those
who aren’t spoken for, and if you have
any doubts about that, just talk to your
RA.
Sincerely,
Dan Miller

What about
Barbie?
Dear Editor,
The recent article you printed about
the new “So-in-Style” Black Barbie
(“Black Barbie affirms unattainable
bodily ideal,” Opinions, Oct. 30 2009)
motivated me to make an unexpected trip to Target. I made an interesting
discovery. Teresa, the Hispanic version of Barbie, was basically blonde
Barbie with a tan and dye job. She
shared the same face mold and makeup color palate as her Caucasian buddy. None of this was mentioned in the
article that came out last week. In fact,
the only time other races were mensee LETTERS page 3
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Power of words:

The Puget Sound Trail
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Should hateful words be censored?
What are the true repercussions of using harmful language?

Dangers of censorship Hateful words reveal gender inequity
exceed harm from hate
By Mackenzie Fuentes

I

By Jason Schumacher

do not quite agree with the childhood adage of “sticks and
stones may break my bones, but words will never hurt me.”
The power of words and ideas are easily more lethal than

the neanderthal actions of someone with a stick. Bones mend
and bruises heal, but the damage caused by a few select phrases
can leave mental scars for an entire lifetime.
However, despite the power
words can have on people, restricting speech is not a legitimate solution to these verbal attacks.
Words like “faggot” can be
harmful. This, and a great number
of other words, can serve to damage individuals’ self confidence,
harm those to whom the term is
derogatory, as well as create, implement and enforce ideas of hate.
However, the solution to this
problem is not to censor hateful
terms and censure those who use
them. Doing so would be a greater threat to the fabric of our society than the continued use of hateful terms.
Yet there are some who see limiting speech as a legitimate means to
address bigoted thought. This tactic is predicated on the idea that if
one cannot talk about an issue, one
cannot think about an issue.
While eliminating bigoted
thought is a wonderful goal to
which we should all aspire, this attempt to eliminate the ability to
think about, say, the word “faggot,” is absolutely Orwellian. Limiting one’s ability to think or say
a phrase sends a shiver down my
spine, as the limitation would destroy a form of expression. This
form of expression may not be a
desirable one to have in society,
but we must be consistent: allow all
forms of expression, or allow the
limitation of all.
Imagine if some insidious group
seized the power to limit discussion

or thought. Imagine if abstinenceonly advocates were able to limit
our ability to think about our own
sexuality. Would this not be a great
tragedy, for us to lose our ability to
express ourselves, and indeed, even
understand ourselves? Limiting
our vocabulary, and consequently
our thought processes, would lead
to such a nightmare scenario.
However, when it comes to the
word “faggot,” our reasoning is
slightly different. Because we see it
as a harmful term, we tend to ask
what the problem would be in eliminating the word from the world.
As much as the majority of us
might see “faggot” as a harmful
term, the world is still subjective.
Even though we all have common
ground on which we can bridge
a gap with others, we all disagree
on some issues as well. This difference, this diversity, is what makes
censorship so dangerous. To impose our values on those who deem
“faggot” to be a perfectly acceptable term may be tyranny by the
majority or by the minority, but
such censorship would be tyranny
nonetheless.
I am not defending those who
use the term “faggot.” I am defending the freedom for us to think and
express ourselves in whatever way
we so choose. Once we start dictating how people should limit their
own words, their own thoughts
and their own beliefs, we cannot
predict how far the pendulum will
go, or where it will stop.

LETTERS

failed attempt at embracing African
beauty? How can you cheer for the
recall of the “Oreo Fun Barbie” while
accepting ball caps with Chief Wahoo
emblazoned on the front? How about
mentioning how a clothing brand can
get away with selling shirts with appalling stereotypes of Asian cartoons
on them? Or how just this past summer, McDonald’s didn’t even apologize to a community of Sioux for having General Custard toys available in
their Happy Meals? We’re the dirty secrets that are swept under the rug.
That article, with well-meaning
subject matter, was a reinforcement
of the ideas of extinction and marginalization many minorities feel
when faced with trying to articulate their suffering to the media. I’ve
noticed over the years that The Trail
makes it a point to have articles about
Black History Month and various other mile stones for our Black Students.
My hope, before I graduate, is that the
other intelligent, strong, and tirelessly devoted minority men and women
on this campus will be recognized for
their resistance to racism and being
ignored. We are more than the molds
that society tries to force us into. If
you pay attention you’ll see us breaking them every single day, Barbie better run and hide.
With regret and disappointment,
Kendra Iringan

continued FROM page 3

tioned was with the convenient blanket phrase: “people of non-Caucasian
descent.”
What disappoints me the most is
that you didn’t even reach out to other diversity clubs to find out about
their unique opinions and struggles
with racial imagery and representation within a white dominant culture. You are a UPS student, so it surprises me to know you didn’t do your
homework. In fact, you were content
to scratch the surface of the issue and
gave yourself a pat on the back when
you attended a BSU meeting. You fail
to realize not one race has a monopoly
on human suffering and persecution.
Why didn’t you attend any other club
meetings? Did it ever cross your mind
that maybe this goes beyond Black
representation in the world? Open
your eyes and take a look around: our
campus is not Black and White.
You said Barbie is a reflection of
Americans aspiration to reach greatness through body image. What does
Barbie say to the multitudes of Americans who are not Black or White? It’s
telling girls and boys everywhere that
we’re not beautiful enough to be mentioned. Doesn’t that get at something
more disturbing than a company’s

During Fall break, I attended a football game at CU Boulder in Colorado.
Football games are excellent places to
observe aggressive masculine behavior.
But I was not looking at the huge charging players on the field; I was observing
the horrendous behavior of people in
the stands. Whenever a player would
fumble, mess up a play or even get injured, “fans” would yell various forms
of “What a fag! What the f**k are all
these p***ies doing on the field?” I also
saw several groups making a diamond
shape in the air with their hands, silently associating players with the perceived
weakness and passivity of having a vagina. Needless to say, I was appalled.
There is nothing wrong with men
being competitive, aggressive or otherwise stereotypically “manly.” The problem arises out of the fact that this type
of masculinity is the only one largely affirmed by our current society. A lot of
men do not fit into this stereotype, and
yet they act it out in order to be perceived as adequate males and, therefore, not in any way “feminine.”
Colorado College Professor of Sociology C.J. Pascoe observes the use
of the word “fag” in a California high
school setting in her book, “Dude
You’re a Fag: Masculinity and Sexuality in High School.” “Fag” is considered
one of the worst — if not the worst —
name a male can be called. Pascoe determines that male students are most
often called “fags” when they exhibit
any sort of behavior that is associated
with the feminine. She gives examples
such as caring too much about appearance and being too emotional.
Pascoe also addresses the methods
that young males employ to escape the
“fag” label. The most prevalent techniques include finding someone “less
masculine” and labeling them a “fag,”
acting as though romance is unimportant, bragging about sexual domination
of female peers and talking about sex in
violent and derogatory terms.
Therefore, Pascoe shows us that being called a “fag” has little to do with
exhibiting behaviors that would be
seen as homosexual. Instead, “fags” are
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Under Fire: Should harmful and offensive words be shot down?
those males who do not conform to
traditional American gender roles and
expectations. They are the men who are
perceived to cross over into the “feminine” sphere of existence — which apparently includes having feelings, being
respectful, wanting a romantic relationship and avoiding powerful body odor.
Michael Kimmel, the leading authority on masculinity studies, explains
the expression of masculinity from the
social constructionist perspective in
his article, “Masculinity as Homophobia: Fear, Shame, and Silence in the
Construction of Gender Identity.” He
explains that “manhood” is not some
primal essence that all adequate males
have always had. On the contrary, masculinity is determined by historical and
cultural contexts.
The current model of acceptable
American masculinity, Kimmel asserts, is based on competition between
males. The attitude among men these
days is easily summed up by the saying,
“He who has the most toys when he
dies wins.” Men are constantly proving
and re-proving their manhood in comparison with other men. They do this
by rejecting femininity within themselves and in the people around them.
These sociological findings are
greatly supported by other researchers
in the field. It is a virtual consensus that

American male individuals assert their
masculinity by subjugating and devaluing femininity in other men and in
women.
So when CU football fans — and
many other young people around the
country — call their peers “fags,” they
are really saying that they are lesser beings for “acting like women.” Being associated with femininity is the worst
insult a male individual can receive.
The perception is reflected in the use of
terms like “p***y,” “c**t,” and “man-gina” (my personal favorite) to describe
incompetence or unacceptable behavior.
Many people will avoid saying the
words “fag” or “faggot” if they know
someone gay is nearby. Few people realize that the word is, at its root, also
insulting women. What does this say
about gender equality in the United
States? Are we really as far as we think
in terms of eliminating sexism? Clearly,
we have a lot of work to do.
Next time you hear someone say
“fag,” “p***y,” “c**t,” or see them make
the diamond-vagina with their hands,
ask them why they are using those
terms. Ask them what makes a person
earn these labels. Ask them if they have
any idea how offensive and oppressive
those words are to both men and women.

Tacoma books

GOLDMAN

Dear Trail Editor:
I was very pleased to see David Lev’s
excellent column on four local used
bookstores in the November 6 issue
(“Local bookstores offer lost treasures,” A&E, Nov. 6 2009). He accurately conveys the quality and ambience of these four stores (Culpepper,
King’s, Meta, and Half-Price).
I was surprised, however, to see
no mention of the Tacoma Book
Center, Tacoma’s oldest, largest, and
best used book store. Not only does
it have a very wide selection in all
categories, it tends to offer the most
reasonable prices in town.
The Tacoma Book Center is located very near the Tacoma Dome, at
324 E. 26th St. If one lacks wheels,
one can get there by taking Bus #16
to Commerce, then riding the free
trolley to its last stop near Tacoma
Dome.
I wish to point out that I am not
a friend or relative of the owners of
the Tacoma Book Center, though I
have for many years enriched their
coffers. I have always been struck by
their professionalism. They certainly deserve the patronage of members of the UPS community.
David Lupher
Classics Department

pelled to ask “Is it ethical that narrative reconstruction disregards the
disorder of history, interpreting it
through a matrix of causes, dispositions, and socio-political will?
Hispanic Studies Professor Brendan Lanctot reminded me that framing my reading in terms of ethics approaches philosophy, and that I need
to return to the story’s particulars.
He believed that Goldman’s authorpresentation, as a performance, explained my initial impression of the
book as a near-fiction.
I question narrative reconstruction as a medium in which fiction
and journalism share the same porous skin. Is it fair to the human subjects reanimated in its telling?
“I was struck ... by the way in
which Goldman retold the narrative,
high-lighting the protagonism of
[some young investigators, The Untouchables] ... He was resisting the
... possibility of appropriating ... this
narrative and ... converting it into a
sort of murder-mystery by saying
“Look, it’s important for you [undergraduates] to remember that these
big and ... scary events were experienced by people ... your own age. He
... [extracts] a single narrative thread

out of a book that actually tells a lot
of different stories,” Lanctot said.
My demand that history be rid of
narrative ploys, would be unfair to
proactive historians, and a haughty ignorance of the people who suffer from institutional violence and
their stories. Therefore, I further ask,
“When is it necessary for a fiction
writer or journalist to ignore history’s illogic — out of concern for equity and moral truth — and impose
the patterns of narrative to meet ends
worthier than historical impartiality?”
In the book, the triumph of the trials over the machinations of the security apparatuses signifies an uplifting
moment for a people so encumbered by decades of pervasive fear,
paranoia and lies. Goldman’s goal is
to advance that triumph through a
deeper study of the oppressive institutions involved.
My question stabs at the heart of
narrative reconstruction and the social work it does. Perhaps paraphrasing Lanctot, who cited Argentine
writer Ricardo Piglia, provides the
clearest answer: The State is a machine of fictions — secreting misinformation, media manipulation and
outright censorship — but sometimes writing counter-fictions is the
only way to resist.

continued FROM page 3

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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“HEY YOU,” try out kayak club!
It’s awesome!
“HEY YOU,” learn great sex tips
@ 5pm Rausch, Nov. 17.

“HEY YOU,” if you keep talking
while I’m trying to watch movies, I
will have no choice but to attack you
like a puma.

G r i zz L i st
Submit your posts to:
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu.
Your post should include a brief description, a category
(Sale, Service or Event) and a campus e-mail address.
We will run your ads for two weeks, but feel free to post
them again.
Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in the
Cellar.
The Trail will never publish
Hey You’s that explicitly refer to
individuals or groups, contain
identifying information or drug
and alcohol references, or are
hateful or libelous in nature.
“HEY YOU,” veggie barista, I want
to have sex with you.
“HEY YOU,” cute boy in my
friend’s Psych class…wait your not
cute…sorry.
“HEY YOU,”
Daaaaammmonn.

Maaaaaaaattttt

“HEY YOU,” you didn’t use a condom…nice.
“HEY YOU,” you know when
a dog drinks too much water it
pukes…well, that’s how I feel.
“HEY YOU,” POOPS leaders. I
miss brown squirreling with you
all!
“HEY YOU,” best friend. I’m so
glad our love isn’t forbidden. Thank
goodness we became friends @ jungle freshman year! I love you!

“HEY YOU,” M&M, come over
here for your lingering awkward
hug.
“HEY YOU,” future roomies
@1103, can’t wait for Halloween in
July and some crazy sick times! <3
red head roomie.
“HEY YOU,” your hair is like a ray
of sunshine on a rainy day.
“HEY YOU,” cute girl in Diversions every morning: you seemed
cool until I saw your Alpha Phi
sweatshirt.
“HEY YOU,” roommate, I’m sorry
you woke up to my boyfriend being
in my bed instead of me, I gave him
the flu.
“HEY YOU,” girls that meet
Wednesday nights at 8:30! You guys
make me love life again and I thank
you immensely for that. Love you
already.
“HEY YOU,” Las Vegas-native
Cheerleader. I like yo moves even
when u forget and wiggle instead!
<3 Cougar.
“HEY YOU,” you mountain men
are so fine.

“HEY YOU,” just because you
don’t have a roommate doesn’t mean
you don’t have neighbors.

“HEY YOU,” Cellar, please stop
putting ranch sauce on my pizza
when I ordered it with marinara. It’s
not that hard.

“HEY YOU,” Puget Sound is
amazing. Stamp of approval from
California.

“HEY YOU,” if you think my
sandwiches are “above average,” you
should see what else I can do!

“HEY YOU,” when you said soulsearching, I wonder if you and I are
looking for the same thing....

“HEY YOU,” guy with glasses in
the S.U.B. last weekend. Attempting
to balance my tray on the ledge by
the juice dispenser, my balancing
act failed and I spilled salad all over
myself and the floor. You picked up
my raspberry Yoplait and said “it
happens.” Thanks for your help and
kind smile.

“HEY YOU,” LOUD GIRLS on
the 2nd Floor of the Library. Stop
talking obnoxiously about ordering
a complicated pizza for some needy
boy. If you want to talk and gossip,
go elsewhere...not the library!
“HEY YOU,” Starshine. I love your
kitty’s belly wobble.
“HEY YOU,” Cellar, how about
answering my calls during business
hours? You can’t be that busy, since
every time I’m in there you’re just
standing around.
“HEY YOU,” Come to the Nerf
Match this Saturday! 2-4 in Warner
Gym. Good attitude the only requirement.
“HEY YOU,” kid in the library
wearing the epic Yu-Gi-Oh! t shirt.
“Super special awesome!”
“HEY YOU,” Interfaith Council. I
still think C4 needs foam fingers.
“HEY YOU,” omg, Zephyr you
are so amazing. Way to rock OMG!
I love you all!!!
“HEY YOU,” Fresh Meat. Me: Sir
Loins.

“HEY YOU,” stop kissing other
girls when you’re “dating” my friend.
I don’t want to have to tell her, but I
will kick your ass.
“HEY YOU,” Ahhh! Stop being
stupid!
“HEY YOU,” A/L second floor
blonde boy...Damn! You’re so hot!
Why can’t you hang out in Harrington!
“HEY YOU,” Greek Life, thanks
for finally giving Kappa Kai the respect it deserves. We knew you guys
would open up when you saw what
we were all about. Last week was
cool!
“HEY YOU,” guy with the glasses...You’re cute and your hot chocolates are the best.
“HEY YOU,” stop overdosing
your crazy loon!
“HEY YOU,” shut up. No, really,
shut up.
“HEY YOU,” opposite kitten. We
made an appointment to get you
spayed.
“HEY YOU,” you have an ugly
bike, you dick.
“HEY YOU,” you’re not funny.
You’re quite boring. Wonder why
people look around and don’t laugh
when you talk? No one cares about
your life and the stories about the
car your getting.
“HEY YOU,” girls who threw my
groceries on the floor on Halloween...you’re mean.
“HEY YOU,” you missed your
shot.
“HEY YOU,” damn you, pig flu.

Tickets are
$6.50 with
your
student ID!

“HEY YOU,” senior, Theta Diversions worker – you rad, you rad.
“HEY YOU,” VAVA girls – you’re
an amazing group of strong women.
Keep fighting the good fight.
“HEY YOU,” I hate your stinking
guts. You make me vomit. You’re the
scum between my toes. Don’t ever
sit by me again.
“HEY YOU,” Miss Independent,
I know shorty want a thug. I just
wanna get you tipsy.

THE DAMNED
UNITED

Starts
Friday!

(R)

Fri: 2:30, 4:45, 7:05, 9:15

Sat/Sun: 12:15, 2:30, *4:45, 7:05, 9:15

Mon-4:45, 7:05, 9:15
Thurs: 2:30, 4:45, 7:05, 9:15

* A discussion will follow Saturday’s 4:45pm showing

COCO BEFORE
CHANEL (PG-13)

“HEY YOU,” your lovely locks in
bright decor make sunshine in my
heart. You are my favorite giraffe
friend. Let’s get married.

Sat/Sun: 11:45am, 2, 4:15, 6:35, 8:55

“HEY YOU,” sexy gingy ski swap
girl, I’d like to squeeze your hot pink
pom-pom!

A SERIOUS MAN (R)

“HEY YOU,” kayakers – Caution:
Flood Conditions – watch out for
Big Wood!

Fri: 2:00, 4:15, 6:35, 8:55

Mon-Wed: 4:15, 6:35, 8:55
Thurs: 2:00, 4:15, 6:35, 8:55

Fri: 2:15, 4:30, 6:50, 9:10
Sat/Sun: 12, 2:15, 4:30, 6:50, 9:10
Mon-Wed: 4:30, 6:50, 9:10
Thurs: 2:15, 4:30, 6:50, 9:10
www.GrandCinema.com

Sales:

• FREE: Two bags of Legos, antique-frame wall mirror, and a half-working stereo system for anyone who
wants them. Ask for details!
E-mail: pwallerichneils@pugetsound.edu
• Still need a subletter spring semester? Looking for
a housemate to split the rent? Clean, neat, and friendly
logger looking for a place to live next semester.
E-mail: jhafner@pugetsound.edu
• One HP Deskjet D4160 printer, one Chefmate
mini-fridge and one 13” television. All in mint condition. $40 each. E-mail for more details!
E-mail: jilacqua@pugetsound.edu

Events:

• Ubiquitous They sketch comedy show, Nov. 19, 20
and 21 in Rausch at 7:30 p.m. Pay what you can; suggested donation $3. E-mail if you have questions.
E-mail: bsullivan@pugetsound.edu

Services: submit now!
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SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY
planting seeds of

environmental
											

															

														 awareness

T

BY ELISABETH MEINIG
he Sound Policy Institute, established in October of 2008, is an
organization that aims to create
innovative responses from organizations, businesses and individuals
on campus and in the surrounding
community regarding environmental sustainability, ecological restoration and human health.
For three summers in a row, the Sound Policy Institute has hosted a forum for faculty to brainstorm
new and creative ways to promote sustainability in
classes that are not necessarily environmentally-focused.
The interdisciplinary focus on sustainability plays
a huge role in educating the campus on environmental issues.
“Sustainability should be about asking questions
about your role in the world instead of just doing
a list of ten things to be more sustainable,” Daniel
Sherman, Sound Policy Institute director and Puget
Sound Luce Assistant Professor of Environmental
Policy and Decision-Making said.

The university has also participated in a “bioregion Think Tank,” which was held in Seattle, where
educational and environmental professionals met to
discuss workshops on sustainability in curriculum.
In a recent project, the Sound Policy Institute
partnered up with the City of Tacoma to form the
Green Ribbon Task Force in order to help the city
become more compliant with the Kyoto Protocol.
Puget Sound students studied alternative transportation and considered other cities that were successful in such a task.
Students and members of the task force then made
recommendations to the City Council about purchasing of alternative vehicles (such as buses), improvements on bike and pedestrian systems and
work on traffic light systems to reduce the emissions
from cars idling at red lights.
The Green Ribbon Task Force laid the groundwork
for a generator to which refrigeration trucks can be
connected while idling, to decrease emissions.
In addition, Puget Sound and students from a senior seminar class on environment have joined with
the Tahoma Audubon Society and the Cascade Land
Conservancy and designed a series of workshops that
encourage stakeholders to further develop strategies

for restoring and preserving Tacoma’s green spaces. Although the green spaces are owned by government agencies and/or private landowners, no strategies have been developed regarding the ecological
aspects of these green space. Students of ENVR400
were responsible for informing stakeholders about
cataloging and removing invasive species, as well as
social, political and economic aspects that inf luence
the management of these spaces.
The Sound Policy Institute recently hired Katharine Appleyard as the research and program coordinator. She will use her expertise to conduct careful
research about what the local community perceives
to be environmental needs and about potential solutions.
The Sound Policy strives to educate students, faculty and the surrounding community on environmental issues as well as enhance the environmental
decision-making process.
Research continues in the hope of fostering further creative thinking in the minds of students and
community members regarding sustainability.
“I’d like to see us develop ways to help students
think critically about sustainability rather than just
follow rules,” Sherman said.
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/MATT LOEWEN

Poetry slams revolutionized, coming to Puget Sound

The Elephant Engine High Dive Revival organizes poets across the nation to
perform in a show guaranteed to entertain, engage and inspire.
BY SHELBY TAYLOR

O

n Monday, Nov. 16,
Cultural Events and
Crosscurrents promise to spice up the
mundane routine by bringing
The Elephant Engine High Dive
Revival to campus.
The mouthful of a name hints at
what the performers are about.
According to the Revival’s website, “The Elephant Engine High
Dive Revival gathers the nation’s
most dynamic and entertaining
performance poets under one
roof for a spoken word theater
experience like none other. Born
to inspire, the Revival has been
successfully charging the hearts
of North American audiences for
the last three years.”
Puget Sound students have
Crosscurrents Editor-in-Chief
have, Greta Lindquist, Fiction
Editor Kyrstie Lane and Poetry

Editor Megan Fries to thank for
breaking the boredom.
“Derrick Brown, Anis Mojgani,
Mike McGee and Buddy Wakefield came to my high school
multiple times to perform in our
gym,” Fries said.
“I didn’t stumble upon the
group initially; they had an established relationship with our
school and made an effort to come
visit us whenever they were touring. This semester I saw that they
were touring and sent them an email, encouraging them to come
to our campus. This group really
cares about students, and nearly all of their stops on this tour
are at college campuses. Puget
Sound is a part of this community of schools that support slam
and the literary arts.”
The Revival also inspired students in Fries’ high school, transforming the bare basketball court
stage into an outright show.

“They are immersing, hilarious and moving. [They move]
through the audience and talk
with students, reciting most poems from memory with the same
lyricism and rhythm as a musician,” Fries said.
The Revival’s poetry also has
people talking on a national level. Praise ranges from the West to
East Coast, Washington State to
Maryland.
According to the group’s website, “The Revival changes lives. I
hosted them at UMD, and for several months after the show, students would stop me in the halls
telling me about the life-shaking
reconstructive soul surgery that
is a night with these guys,” Kenton Stalder of the English Undergrad Association, University of
Maryland, said.
According to the Revival’s
website, “There is a love-crater
in my community where The Re-

vival bomb exploded last year.
People still talk about it, as if
joy-stunned with inspiration
that decimated our sadness for
months afterword,” Robbie Q.
Telfer, Director of Performing
Arts at Young Chicago Authors,
said.
Individual members of The
Revival are just as acclaimed.
Brown has opened for Cold War
Kids, been booked with The
White Stripes and accompanied
Clap Your Hands Say Yeah. He
has also appeared on “The Tonight Show with Jay Leno.”
“[Mojgani] is one of only two
people to win the National Poetry Slam Individual Championship more than once,” said The
Revival’s website. Wakefield has
been featured on NPR, the BBC,
CBC and HBO’s Def Poetry Jam.
According to Fries, Cultural
Events and Crosscurrents “hopes
to bring the campus together to

enjoy this enthusiastic and engaging group. Students should
expect a fun, provocative and inspiring evening with The Revival. Their poetry and stories are
entertaining and insightful, performed with honesty.”
Be sure to mark your calendars
for 7:30 p.m. Nov. 16 in Kilworth
Chapel.
The event is free to Puget
Sound students and $5 for wider
Tacoma. “Both Cultural Events
and Crosscurrents seek to bring
inspiring, inventive and diverse
acts and media to our campus,”
Fries said.
Crosscurrents, as Puget Sound’s
literary and arts magazine, brings
the best of student work to campus in a magazine published every semester. “The Elephant Engine High Dive Revival will bring
that vibrancy and creative energy
to our campus,” Fries said.
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Speaking Out: West Point graduate Lieutenant Dan Choi was discharged from the
military for being openly gay. Choi visited the University to share his story with students
and to encourage them to pressure their representatives to repeal Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.

Academics fulfill responsibility to serve community;
build civic cooperative relationships in South Sound
BY MADDIE BYERS

A

close reading of Puget Sound’s mission statement
emphasizes the words “democratic citizenship.” This
phrase outlines one of the most crucial benefits

of our experience at Puget Sound: that we will develop the
intellectual and interpersonal skills that enable us to improve the
communities around us.
The Civic Scholarship Initiative is the very embodiment of this
ideal. The Initiative advocates building cooperative relationships
between South Puget Sound communities and members of
campus. According to the Civic Scholarship Initiative mission
statement, these interactions provide “real-world laboratories for
faculty and students.”
Members of both the University and the community benefit through these partnerships.
Faculty and students are able to
further their research and personal interests within the city of
Tacoma. In terms of the greater
Puget Sound area, policies are
crafted to address regional concerns, and community issues are
voiced.
Rather than remaining an isolated campus insulated by privilege, opportunity and academia,
the Civic Scholarship Initiative
allows the University to reach
out to the community beyond.
Professor Bruce Mann from
the Department of Economics
started clearing the land for the
foundation of the Civic Scholarship Initiative five years ago. After two years of faculty committee meetings, it was clear that
there was significant interest in
the project.
Projects are determined either
by faculty or community members with specific interests or
concerns. Funding for the endeavors is provided by a small
but adequate budget, and is relatively inexpensive at $10,000 to
$20,000 a year.
Mann reported that, on average, the Initiative receives five
to seven requests each year from
the community, of which two to
five can be satisfied.

Examples of projects thus
far have included Nearshore
Habitat Restoration, The Road
Home: Homeless Policy for

Pierce County, Physician Lifelong Learner Program, and Theater, Community, and Collaboration.
The Road Home: Homeless
Policy for Pierce County is one
example of academia’s ability to
make meaningful differences
beyond in the community. Professors Rich Anderson-Connolly, Renee Houston and Carolyn
Weisz collaborated to provide
crucial research on the issue of
homelessness in Pierce County. As a result, Puget Sound has
three of the most qualified and
informed individuals on homelessness in the region.
When the theater department
featured its interpretation of
“Angels in America,” members
of the community were exposed
to the possibilities of theater. A
panel discussion helped inform
and draw interest from the region.
Although students cannot individually create potential proj-

“Rather than remaining an isolated campus insulated
by privilege, opportunity and academia, the Civic
Scholarship Initiative allows the University to reach out
to the community beyond.”
ects for the initiative, they can
communicate with faculty to
collaborate on tasks. Groups of
students can also approach faculty to discuss possible projects.
“The
Civic
Scholarship Initiative is just
one way to get
involved in the
community. Just
because we don’t
have a catalogue
course doesn’t
mean you can’t
Mann
learn
something,”
Mann
said.
Professor Mann emphasized
the greater potential to get in-

volved in the community. The
Initiative enables a certain kind
of active learning. The skills and
ideals we learn within the walls
of classrooms develop new significance when we apply them
in reality. Such unity is the very
core of “democratic citizenship.”
The borders of the Civic
Scholarship Initiative are being
extended constantly. At present, three to four faculty members are designing additions to
courses that would involve using
local resources. The Initiative illuminates academia’s potential
for greater value as scholars apply their knowledge outside of
the classroom.
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Five ways to really improve our game
By COACH McTERRY
Okay, Wildcats, we haven’t
exactly had the
best season. We
had a few games
that we lost,
but we also had
some games that
we almost didn’t
McTerry
lose. That being
said, I’ve put together a little list of things we can do
to make the McMinville Wildcats
the best worst team in the league.
1) Try to score some baskets during a game. We’ve put up a few shots
this year, but none of them have
quite made it into the hoop. Basket-

ball is a complicated game to play,
but I thought eventually that someone might have scored. No matter;
we will continue to play as a team,
and will probably sink a two-pointer. Remember, you miss 100 percent
of the shots you don’t take. Randy
made that one basket accidentally in
practice, which means we only miss
99.98 percent of the shots we do
take! We should keep trying to get
the ball at least into the air.
2) While on defense, actually
watch the ball. I’ve seen a lot of great
things out on the court this season,
but those things may have actually
helped our game if they had been in
the direction of the ball. We’ve allowed 3,246 points in 10 games this
season, and I think it is high time we

stem the flow of points.
3) Wear your basketball pants and
shirts to the games. We have a wonderful uniform. That is why I am so
confused as to why so many of you
insist on wearing your tuxedos, designer jeans and scuba suits. Why
don’t we all make a deal to wear our
shorts to the next game? If you all
wear shorts, I’ll take you out to dinner even if we don’t score a point.
4) Stand up the whole time.
I would have thought this went
without saying, but it is absolutely important that we all remain in a
standing position for the entirety of
the game. Sometimes it is acceptable
to sit down on the bench, but please
make sure you are awake and alert
while you are on the court. Do not

bring a blanket!
5) Stop pulling each others’ pants
down during the games. It has done
nothing but hinder our offense. I
know pantsing people is a fun thing
to do, but not when that person has
the ball. Also, some of the parents
on the other teams are starting to
get a little worried. I know I can’t
stop you from trying to pull down
everyone’s pants in practice (though
I have consistently tried) but please
make sure you are refraining from
that kind of behavior in the game.
If we do anything on this list, we
will double our skills. Seriously, this
is the last thing I have. Please. Let’s
win a game.
Sincerely,
Coach McTerry

Gentle maroon beast stops at Puget Sound
during annual migration, consumes foliage
By HOLLY ORTIZ
It’s that time of the year again: the
migrational patterns of the Vinosaurus have brought the elusive and
mysterious beast back to campus.
Around this time every fall the Vinosaurus makes a stop at the Puget
Sound campus as it travels from the
Vancouver, B.C. area to its final destination just outside San Diego.
The large beast returns every year
because of the luscious vines around
campus that make up the majority
of the animal’s diet. The Vinosaurus
sticks around for three to five weeks
out of the year, moving from building to building consuming the wallclimbing foliage.
The Vinosaurus is 50 feet in length,
weighs four tons and its neck, when
fully extended, can reach the top of
Jones Hall, but little is known about
the creature beyond this. Although
it is very big, the beast is friendly
and safe to be around.
Humans have even been known
to ride on its head as it reaches up
for the highest vines. The only possible danger is when it decides to feed
on another building. As the beast
moves across campus it has limited
vision at human height because it
has to lower its large head.
There seems to be only one of
these beasts in the world. There is
no knowledge as to whether there
were ever more of them, or if there
are any in hiding anywhere else. It is

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/SPENCER WADNIZAK

Welcome Visitor: This rare creature has made its annual campus layover to rest and replenish.
also impossible to tell the Vinosaurus’ age, but we do know that it has
visited Puget Sound ever since the
school moved to its current location
in 1924.
The Vinosaurus will soon move
on, but the students have truly enjoyed its presence on campus while
it has been here.

“I love seeing him around; some
of us call him Kyle. The only bad
part is that sometimes he chooses
to sleep in front of doors to buildings so I have to go around, but even
then he looks so cute,” Cal Simms, a
sophomore and work-study groundskeeper at Puget Sound, said.
“He does a lot of work that I don’t

have to now. Something’s got to keep
that ivy in check. If he didn’t do it, I’d
be up there on a ladder taking care
of it myself,” Simms said.
The tracks in the quad will last
longer than this stay, reminding us
of how great this campus is. If the
Vinosaurus loves Puget Sound, then
so should we.

Happy students
hold protest
to reclaim ‘gay’
By PETER TEMPLE
On Nov. 5, a day famous for civic action, Puget Sound’s campus
was turned into a pulpit for a band
of happy students attempting to reclaim the word “gay” from the LGBTQ community.
The effort has emerged as a sensitive issue here, as Puget Sound has
recently been ranked among the
most “gay-friendly” college campuses in the country. Many of the
happiest students on campus are
protesting what they see as a misappropriation of language.
“In the cold winter months, we
happy ones become a minority,” junior Marcy Reeves happily said. “A
lot of people get mad at us for being happy when the world seems so
bleak. Based on our definition of the
word, that’s not very gay-friendly.”
Problematic misrepresentations
like this have helped to garner some
support for the happy students’ fight.
However, many happy people are
finding it difficult to be taken seriously, as their constant happiness
comes across as insincerity.
Mike Bier, another happy student,
said, “Yeah, I try to get impassioned
at the rallies, shouting, ‘Yes, we’re
gay, but not in that way!’ or ‘We got
cheer, but we’re not queer,’ and I always start giggling and stuff. I want
them to hear our message, but I gotta quit laughing.”
For what it’s worth, the happy students have the Oxford English Dictionary on their side, which provides
numerous historical examples of the
word “gay” as happy, compared with
its recent emergence as a label for
people with same-sex interests.
Bier, who was in an especially
merry mood during our interview,
hastened to add, “Look, regardless of
your being homo-this or homo-that,
we’re all homo sapiens at the end
of the day, and I love being human.
I’m a merry old soul, and my pappy called that ‘gay,’ so I’m not gonna let some newfangled slang define
my life. The Greeks got along without the euphemism, so why can’t
we? Heck, as far as I’m concerned, all
marriages should be as gay as possible; anything else is just pessimism.”
Bier, Reeves and others carried
out various demonstrations over
the weekend for their cause. Overall, they face an uphill battle, but no
amount of naysaying or opposition
seems to break their merry spirits.

Nerd in winter: sunburns
easily.

Nerd: has internet
girlfriend.

Well-informed student: Your average guy: Antagonized youth in
winter: wonders when
says the word “initiative.” likes macaroni.
everyone became so bland
and “modern.”

Hipster: is “not a hipster.”
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Sushi Tama perfect for sushi aficionados Sex

Laws of
attraction
continue to
rule dating

By LAUREN MOUAT
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Chef: A Sushi Tama chef prepares fresh, artfully-made sushi in
front of eager diners at the restaurant located on 6th Avenue.

Chopsticks: Diners enjoy their sushi with authentic utensils.
The hand-rolled Japanese food at Sushi Tama is worth a try.

By MELANIE REIFF

sushi and entree options.
All dinner entrees are served with
a salad, which features an excellent
citrus house dressing. Some dishes
include rice and miso soup as well.
With every meal comes a complementary appetizer called okara,
which is made from tofu and soy
beans, and free, unlimited green
tea.
Other drink options include various types of sake and Japanese beer,
as well as a house-made lemonade.
Sushi Tama also offers a few dessert options with five different flavors of ice cream and three different
flavors of mochi ice cream, a popular Japanese dessert.
The Nabeyaki udon noodle dish
was excellent and was served with
wonderful tempura shrimp and
vegetables. The stir fry yakisoba
was another highlight, with flavorful spices and house-made tofu.
The servers at Sushi Tama were

As is the case with many restaurants on 6th Avenue, a passerby
would never know the quality of Sushi Tama by looking at the outside.
Situated among shops and other establishments, the small black
sign is easy to miss. However, Sushi Tama is not a restaurant that lovers of sushi and other Japanese food
should pass up.  
The inside of the restaurant is
small, adding to the charm of the
family-owned establishment, which
includes a sushi bar where diners
can watch the chefs prepare sushi.
The restaurant has plenty of character, with posters of different sushi
varieties on the walls and Japanese
music playing softly in the background (although there was a brief
interlude of rock music, offering a
change of pace), which all adds to
the ambiance.

The tables also feature entertaining posters as place mats, including one highlighting the process of
making sake.
The menu is expansive and features a wide variety of sushi items
as well as traditional Japanese dishes. Sushi roll dishes range from the
adventurous fish eggs and eel to the
more typical salmon and spicy tuna.
The menu also features fresh sashimi, thinly-sliced raw fish, and nigiri,
raw fish served on top of rice. All of
the sushi is freshly made at the restaurant.
Entrees include noodle dishes,
such as Nabeyaki udon noodles, a
thick wheat-flour noodle served in
a mildly-flavored broth, and soba,
a thin noodle made of buckwheat
flour served with a dipping sauce.
Also available are dinner combinations like traditional chicken teriyaki and yakisoba, a stir fry style dish.
The menu also features vegetarian

‘Hitchhiker’s Guide’ books live on
By DAVID LEV
Douglas Adams’ “Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy” books are not
only considered classics of science
fiction literature; they are also some
of the few science fiction books
that non-speculative fiction readers might have read. They are fairly
well-known outside of the genre, if
only as the origin of the whole “The
meaning of life is 42” meme.
The story of the five books in Adams’ trilogy begins with Arthur
Dent, a fairly normal human from
Earth whose best friend Ford Prefect happens to be a writer for a sort
of interstellar travelers’ guide, the
“Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy”
of the title.
This proves to be useful when
some bureaucratic aliens blow up
the Earth to put in an interstellar
bypass, as Ford and Arthur are able
to get away just in time. The subsequent books involve their adventures throughout the galaxy, getting into and out of the most bizarre
scrapes imaginable.
The most distinctive thing about

Adams’ writing is its sheer off-thewall insanity: he drops the most random stuff available into his story.
For example, the name of a certain
European country is the worst curse
word in the galaxy; one of the most
fearsome monsters can be defeated
by making sure you cannot see it;
and a towel is the most useful tool in
the universe. The world of Adams’
books is random and confusing, yet
feels somehow oddly real.
The last book in the series that
Adams wrote was “Mostly Harmless,” published in 1992.
Apparently Adams was having a
bad year, because “Mostly Harmless” is a very dark and cynical book.
It destroys the happy ending of the
previous installment, “So Long and
Thanks For All The Fish,” with a truly cruel disregard; the book ends
with most of the main cast trapped
in a bar on Earth again as aliens destroy the planet in all possible dimensions.
Adams expressed regret that the
series ended so bleakly, and was
planning on writing a sixth book
that would end somewhat more up-

beat.
Unfortunately, he died in 2001, so
fans never got the promised ending,
except in the radio drama of “Mostly Harmless,” which ends on a somewhat happier note.
Suddenly, in 2008, it was announced that Irish children’s fantasy
author Eoin Colfer would be writing the sixth book, with full support from the Adams estate. And
so, in October 2009, “And Another Thing…” was published and released.
Most people I have talked to have
been deeply suspicious of this book.
Many refuse to read it because it
“isn’t Adams.”
While I understand that reaction, it isn’t enough of a reason to
completely dismiss “And Another
Thing…”
Colfer is no Adams, but he is a
good writer (if you have the opportunity, check out “The Wish List” —
you will not be disappointed). Colfer does a fairly good job creating a
pastiche of Adams’ stylistic insanity
see HITCHHIKER’S page 10

extremely friendly and frequently
stopped by our table to make sure
we enjoyed our food, making us feel
welcomed in the restaurant.
However, with only two servers
on the floor, service was on the slow
side. Despite the wait, the food was
wonderful, and we were all the more
appreciative when it finally came.
From when we arrived at 5:30 to
when we left around 7, Sushi Tama’s
door never closed. There was a
steady stream of people coming in,
making Sushi Tama a popular Saturday night outing.
Sushi Tama’s prices range from
$10 to about $20 for entrees, and
from $4 to $8 for sushi dishes. For
what you pay, portions are fairly
well-sized.  
Despite being a little slow and expensive, Sushi Tama’s food is excellent. Sushi Tama is one restaurant
that no sushi-lover should miss.

I have heard from a number
of guys that the most unattractive look a woman could have is
discomfort.
Take high heels, for example: tightening the calf, raising
the butt, elongating the leg with
that delicate and sexy click, click,
click that signals the approach of
a stylish lady.
But then there’s the woman tottering by in four-inch heels, gripping the walls to keep her balance
and just begging for knee surgery
as she approaches the stairs.
And the most unattractive look
for men? Probably that of trying
too hard. A woman doesn’t want
a slob with food sticking to his
shirt, but a guy who color-coordinates his socks with his belt
and carefully messes his gelled
hair is equally unattractive.
So what are the laws of attraction?
We spend enough time in front
of the mirror trying on clothes,
putting on makeup, doing our
hair and examining our bodies
from every angle that we owe it to
ourselves to figure out how much
see SEX AND LEV page 10
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‘Amelia’ falls short of namesake’s spirit

Director Mira Nair’s new biopic lacks complexity, adventure
By JULIANNE BELL
In “Amelia,” the latest biopic to hit
theaters, Washingtonian actress Hilary Swank plays Amelia Earhart,
the legendary female aviatrix of the
1930s. Unfortunately, her portrayal of Earhart is nothing we haven’t
seen before, which becomes painfully apparent over the course of the
movie.
With a short tumble of boyish hair
and a tanned, freckled face, Swank
plays her character in a shallow, obvious way that seems to be more a
caricature or impression of Earhart
than anything else.
Sean Burns of the Philadelphia
Weekly wrote that Swank’s Amelia
“always sounds like a bad Katharine
Hepburn pull-string doll.” Indeed,
her voice brims with 30s-era moxie and she has an impossibly spunky
can-do attitude, which comes off as
contrived.
It is unfortunate that a two-time
Academy Award winning actress
could not plumb the depths of such a
vibrant, real-life character for something a little more original. What a
pity that this movie did not focus
more on Earhart’s naturally impetuous nature, the hamartia that eventually led to her tragic downfall in
her final flight over the Pacific.
Admittedly, the film is visually
stunning. One cannot help but be a
little enthralled as Earhart glides and
nosedives through gorgeous skies,
accompanied by Gabriel Yared’s
soaring score.
The film largely revolves around
Earhart’s two love affairs: one with
the publisher George Putnam (Richard Gere), who later became her
husband, and another with dashing aviation instructor Gene Vidal
(Ewan McGregor) — yes, the father
of Gore. Gore Vidal offered input on
the script, recalling his childhood
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Heroine: Despite her striking resemblance to Amelia Earhart (pictured above), Hilary Swank does
not fully embody the legendary pilot’s passionate irreverence in her cinematic interpretation.
memories of Earhart.
Director Mira Nair seems hesitant to show Earhart’s adulterous
side and thus treads extremely carefully in her portrayal of Earhart’s
affair with Vidal. It is unclear why
Nair is unwilling to be frank about
this aspect of Earhart’s passionate,
reckless life; after all, Earhart married Putnam on the condition that
she would not be pinned down by
marriage. In the end, the fling with
Vidal is no match for Earhart and
Putnam’s enduring love.

“Amelia” is no edgy, refreshing
biopic like Martin Scorsese’s “The
Aviator.” It was adapted by screenplay writers Ronald Bass and Anna
Hamilton Phelan, from two books
about Earhart: “East to the Dawn”
by Susan Butler and “Amelia Earhart: The Mystery Solved” by Elgin
Long.
It feels like it, too — most of the
movie seems stilted, like a page out
of a textbook or a History Channel
reenactment.
Indeed, this saccharine version of

Earhart’s story might well be better
off as a kid’s fable about an inspiring woman (the PG rating emphasizes this). If Nair sought to make a
superficial family movie recounting
the events of Amelia Earhart’s life,
she has certainly succeeded.
In the end, “Amelia” is nothing
like the adventurous, carefree, danger-loving, barrier-smashing national heroine it portrays. The territory covered here is all too safe
and familiar to be considered a new
frontier.

HITCHHIKER’S
continued FROM page 9

and randomness. It is a good story
and one that feels like a “Hitchhiker” book.
Then again, I am not as big an Adams fan as some, always preferring
his fantasy equivalent, Terry Pratchett. And if someone else wrote a Discworld book after Pratchett’s death,
I might be just as leery of it as those
Adams fans who do not want to give
“And Another Thing...” a try.
The “Hitchhiker’s” series is an
odd one to be a purist about. In addition to the books, there is a radio
series (which actually predates the
books), a TV series, a text computer game, a comic book series and a
feature film, all with wildly different
continuities.
There are some who do not consider the fifth book, the fourth book
or both as legitimate parts of the series. Really, there is probably room
for those who don’t want to consider this book part of the series as well
as those who are interested in trying it out.
Personally, I am reading “And
Another Thing...” right now, and am
liking it so far. It is nice to see old
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Guide: Colfer continues writing in Adams’ famous style, to
the chagrin of some of “Hitchhiker’s” devoted fans.
friends again, and to add another
chapter to the “Hitchhiker” saga.
Any unsure Adams fans should
give the series a chance — you might
be pleasantly surprised by what you
find. Whichever way you fall, best of
travels, and don’t forget your towel!

REC OMMENDED C ONCERT S:

Neon Indian, Disko Bay
Sun. Nov. 15, Nectar, Seattle
$7 adv/dos, 21+

BUILT TO SPILL
Thur. Nov. 19, Showbox, Seattle
$20 adv/$25 dos, All ages

The FIERY Furnaces
Wed. Nov. 18, Chop Suey, Seattle
$15 adv/dos, All ages

THE MALDIVES
Fri. Nov. 20, Tractor, Ballard
$10 adv/dos, 21+

RUSSIAN CIRCLES
Wed. Nov. 18, Neumos, Seattle
$12 adv/dos, 21+

HEY MARSEILLES
Sat. Nov. 21, Vera Project, Seattle
$10 adv/dos, All ages
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of attraction is due to our appearance and how much to some
uncontrollable chemistry. At the
very least we can save ourselves
some time in the morning.
Here are some of my guidelines for what men and women
are interested in when it comes
to initial attraction:
1. Women, do not worry about
your weight: it’s all about proportion. In a study where men were
asked to rate the attractiveness of
a range of women from teeny to
rotund, they generally went for
the women in the middle.
What determines attractiveness is more often the waist-tohips ratio, with .70 being the
most attractive. Kate Moss and
Marilyn Monroe both have a
waist to hip ratio of .70, proving
that weight is less of an issue than
we think it is. The golden proportion for men is .60 between their
waist and shoulders.
2. Men, act like jerks... but only
a little bit. It’s true, women like
jerks. There are two main archetypes of the attractive man. The
first is the good guy: relatively
domestic, would make a good father, treats a woman well, good
for a long-term and stable relationship.
But if a girl is looking for a
one-night stand or a casual fling,
she’s likely going to go for the bad
guy. Some say it’s because instinctively women see that these men
are strong, confident and predatory, and in some hormonal universe that is hard for college-age
women to understand, women
want their offspring to have these
traits, too.
But don’t worry, nice guys. After a few jerks, women begin to
realize that it’s not worth it. In
the long run, we’ll take your inferior offspring if you treat us like
ladies.
3. Women bring the pie, men
bring the cucumber? Apparently,
the smells that turn men on the
most are pumpkin pie and lavender. For women, it’s Good and
Plenty mixed with cucumber.
In a study, these smells were
the most likely to increase blood
flow to the genitals than any others tested, but researchers were
unable to explain why. The second best rated combination of
smells for men was doughnuts
and licorice.
4. Scare yourself. Roller coasters, scary movies, basically any
adrenaline-pumping bonding
activity is going to increase the
attractiveness of your partner.
Whether you are scared, angry
or embarrassed (as long as it’s not
because of your partner), and especially if you feel these emotions together, these feelings will
increase the attractiveness of the
person you’re with.
I know it makes you look intellectual to go to that documentary, but go to the thriller instead.
You’re more likely to get a kiss
out of it.
These guidelines aside, the longer you know someone, the more
attractive they will appear to you.
Exceptions naturally include
people you dislike (like those hot
classmates who get less and less
hot the more you realize how irritating they are).
This proves that there are rules
of initial attraction that we can
use in our favor, but when it
comes to finding someone permanent, you have to hope there’s
more chemistry than a whiff of
pumpkin pie will give you.

For more info:
“How We Do It” by Judy Dutton
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Women’s soccer travels south for tournament
By DAVID SKOLNIK
The Puget Sound women’s soccer
team has finally made it though the
regular season and into the promised land: the NCAA Division III
playoffs.
The team will begin their postseason run as the third seed in the
stacked West Region and travel to
Southern California to face the Hardin-Simmons Cowgirls from Abeline, Texas.
The 13th-ranked Cowgirls won
the American Southwest Conference championship for the third
straight season. They are led by Taylor Thigpen’s 14 goals and a pair of
goalkeepers who allowed only four
goals all season. Hardin-Simmons
has a very deep team, featuring 19
players who scored at least one goal
during the regular season.
The #5 Loggers will counter with
a team that just won their eighth
consecutive Northwest Conference
Championship. They are lead by
senior Janece Levien (Beaverton,
Ore.) who has scored 19 goals this
season. The team has been dominant all year, outscoring opponents
by a total of 58 to six. They will be
looking to round up the Cowgirls

and move into the second round
where they will meet the winner
of UC Santa Cruz and ClaremontMudd-Scripps.
The top team in the Regional is
Trinity College from San Antonio,
Texas. The Tigers are ranked #3 in
the country and haven’t lost a game
yet this season. Their goalkeeper,
Katie Garret, has played every minute of the season and has allowed
only four goals. The offense has been
potent, to say the least, compiling a
season total of 49 goals.
Should the Loggers and Tigers
meet in the third round of the playoffs, it will be a matchup of two teams
that will be disappointed with anything less than a National Championship. When two teams this good
meet, it often comes down to which
team wants it more and the Loggers
are as hungry as anyone in the country after their first round playoff exit
a year ago.
This Loggers team had to deal
with the bitter taste of defeat already
this season. They head into the postseason looking to make every team
in their way leave the field wondering how to get that taste out of their
mouths as they watch the Loggers
get one step closer to victory.
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California Dreamin’: After Saturday’s downpour, sun and warm weather will be a welcome sight.

Men’s soccer closes
season at .500 mark
By VINCE GHIRINGHELLI

surrendered a total of 23 goals for
the entire year.
The men’s soccer team’s 9-9-2 reMany things could have gone
cord for the 2009 season is a bit of the other way for the men in 2009.
an anomaly in terms of where the A miss here, a goal there, and the
program has finished in the past.
entire NWC standings would look
While many teams on campus different. The defense kept Puget
would be hapSound in a lot
py with a .500
of games, but
“In nine losses, the men
record in one
the offensive
of their camwoes were too
were beaten by more than
paigns, men’s
much to overone goal only once, and only come on 11
soccer has all
but dominated
occasions.
surrendered a total of 23
the Northwest
Their fourth
goals for the entire year.”
Conference
place
finish
since
enterwill also help
ing Division
toward
the
III nearly a decade ago. It’s easy to University of Puget Sound’s goal of
see why they may be upset with how re-capturing the All-Sports trophy it
their season ended.
lost to Whitworth in 2008-09.
The team has nothing to hang
Regardless of how this year endtheir heads over. The way they ed, one thing is for certain: The Logplayed for the duration of the year gers will be back on the pitch in
is more than commendable. In nine 2010 looking for redemption. If hislosses, the men were beaten by more tory is on their side, things are lookthan one goal only once, and only ing good.

Academic
All-District
Honorees
Brian Walker
Football

Jenny Moore

Mikaela Freeman

Kallie Wolfer

Women’s Soccer

Ben Coffey

Men’s Soccer
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Grand Finale: The Logger senior men said goodbye to the pitch after four years of service.

T R A I L F E AT U R E D AT H L E T E : L E I G H S U M I DA , VO L L E Y BA L L
Defensive specialist Leigh Sumida just received
the icing on the cake of her career at Puget Sound.
The senior from Kaneohe, Hawaii was given an
honorable mention in the All-Conference voting
earlier this week in wake of her team earning their
third straight appearance in the Western Region
Tournament.
Sumida is the glue in a group of girls that have
battled through various hardships all season long.
Through all the injuries and adjustments the team
has seen, Sumida has been consistent in her play
and her leadership, appearing in every single game
of the year.
In 91 games and 24 matches, Sumida has gathered 21 service aces and an outstanding 404 digs.
The Loggers can count on the ball not getting to
the floor if hit anywhere near Sumida.
Sumida’s 4.54 digs per game earned her second
place in the conference in that category. She is also
tied for second in total digs.
The Loggers will miss Sumida’s services next
year as she is one of many great defensive specialists to come through the ranks in the perennialyranked volleyball program. Sumida’s superb play
throughout her career provides precedence for
performance for whomever she ends up handing
the DS torch to in the future.
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Water World: Crew is one of the only sports in which the meet location constantly changes. Few athletes face blustering wind and choppy waves as obstacles.

By HANNAH CHASE
Everyone has a different reason
for why they are a part of the crew
team.
“There is something magical
about rowing. It’s not every day
that you’re on a lake with the beautiful sunrise over Mount Rainier
with the wake of the boat behind
you,” said senior Laura Coe (La
Conner, Wash.), a member of the
varsity women’s crew team.
“Although I often ask myself why
I am getting up at 4:30 every single
morning, it’s those magical rows
that make it so clear why I still do
it,”
Each year the members of the
Puget Sound crew teams show
dedication as they rise before dawn

in order to drive to American Lake
for practice. It is this hard work and
perseverance that have allowed the
both men and women’s crew teams
to succeed.
The varsity women’s crew team
has rowed in the National Championships for seven consecutive
years. In 2008, they placed third
in the NCAA National Champions
Regatta. In Spring 2009 they placed
fifth.
The varsity men’s team has also
experienced much success in the
last few seasons, beating the Washington State University Varsity
Eight at the Head of Lake Regatta
in November 2008.
They also placed first in Varsity
Men’s Pair, fourth and eighth at the
Northwest Washington Collegiate

Rowing Conference Championships last year.
This season, expect to see noth-

“There is something
magical about rowing. It’s
not every day that you’re
on a lake with the beautiful
sunrise over Mount Rainier
with the wake of the boat
behind you.”
—Laura Coe

ing less than hard work from each
of the teams.

“The rowers have all shown great
dedication and focus, and have set
high expectations for themselves.
I’m happy to see that although our
goals are lofty, the team is realistic
about the amount of work upcoming and is rising to the challenge,”
said head men’s varsity coach Tyler
Thirloway.
That dedication is coming from
the core of the team. The coaches
don’t have to pry to get it out of the
rowers.
“Puget Sound rowers have a long
history of self-initiated success,
like the four men that rowed across
the Atlantic a few years ago, or the
2007 Varsity Four that decided to
go to the IRA National Championships and placed ninth in the country,” said senior Ryan Donahue

(White Bear Lake, Minn.), a member of the varsity men’s team.
Donahue has admired his teammates. Each rower is dedicated to
the team; he says that they give
the team their all and strive for the
best.
The novice men and women’s
team are also proving that they are
enthusiastic for the coming season.
Although many have never
rowed before, they have found a
solid team rhythm
“We have a great foundation for
spring season and I am so excited
to see the team transition into racing. I think this is going to be a fast
and fun year for Logger crew,” said
novice women’s crew coach Erika
Kercher.

Volleyball banged up,
headed for regionals
By VINCE GHIRINGHELLI
The Puget Sound volleyball team
limped to the finish line of the 2009
regular season.
With so many injuries to so many
players, the Loggers used a different
lineup almost every night throughout the season. And now, as they
managed to qualify for regionals for
the third straight year in spite of all
the lineup shuffling, the team will
likely be playing with fewer than 10
healthy players.
After learning on Monday that
three players would be featured on
the All-Conference team, the Loggers found out that they would likely be without first-team sophomore
Brynn Blickenstaff (Eagle, Idaho),
who is the Loggers’ dominant outside hitting force.
The team will then turn to firstteam senior middle Kalli Kamphaus
(Manson, Wash.) and honorable
mention defensive specialist Leigh
Sumida (Kaneohe, Hawaii) to carry
them through the tournament.
If the Loggers survived Thursday’s
matchup with the Cal Lutheran Re-

gals, they will face the top-seeded
Colorado College Tigers. The Loggers lost their last meeting with both
teams, facing off with the Tigers in
Colorado in preseason play earlier this year and with the Regals last
year in preseason play.
The stacked western region is sure
to be a test of the ever-present grit
the Loggers have displayed all year.
With cross-town rival Pacific Lutheran waiting for them on the other side of the bracket, Puget Sound
is sure to be battle-worn should they
make it to nationals. In addition
to the Lutes, the other side of the
bracket features the host Redlands
Bulldogs, the La Verne Leopards
and the Chapman Panthers.
Regardless of the outcome, the
Loggers have displayed what being
part of a successful team is all about.
Every team, regardless of how many
games they win or lose, has problems. The volleyball team is proof
that learning to deal with the issues
at hand is the key to success through
the rigors of any athletic season.
And perhaps, they can pull off the
miracle and see nationals again.
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Tough Break: The Loggers have had to adjust to injuries throughout the duration of the season.

